
Solutions to Enhance Technical Sales Capabilities to Create Customer Value:

o Territory Planning and Time Management Programme.
o Profitable Strategic Key Account Management Programme.
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There is no doubt that time is a salesperson's most treasured asset.  On one hand this means that 
lost hours and time translates to a loss in sales and therefore lower income.  On the other hand, 
any poor sales territory management covered by the company may lead to wasted prospects and 
opportunities that do not bring the expected results.

Therefore, in order to survive in today's chaotic and competitive environment, one needs to 
achieve the best sales territory management possible. This includes the ability to effectively 
manage a territory, to utilise time management skills and to build upon these good practices in 
order to meet objectives and targets in an efficient manner.

The territory planning and time management programme is essential to any sales executive for several reasons. It positively improves 
relationships with clients and helps in increasing the productivity from a sales point of view. Also, it helps individuals ensure success within 
their territory and maintain customer coverage as it can minimise a huge part of the sales expenses.

In addition, through effective territory time management, one may ensure that all the company's policies are aligned with the customer's 
expectations. This helps boost the confidence of the sales executives resulting in profitable outcomes and higher sales performance of the 
employee.

TECHNICAL
SKILLS
IN THE
B.2.B.

This programme is designed for sales people who may want to 
increase their workplace productivity. Typical profiles include sales 
and account delegates, account and sales managers. All sales 
people who may have direct contact with customers or field 
responsibilities are also encouraged to attend this programme.

Who Should Attend ?
This 2 day programme is available only as an in-company 
customised solution. Therefore we will be available to 
discuss your requirements beforehand and will then 
customise the workshop accordingly.

Duration

TERRITORY  PLANNING  AND TIME  MANAGEMENT  PROGRAMME

What Is A Territory  And  Time  Management
All About ?

Why Is It Important ?

ENHANCE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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Participants will have a world class opportunity to 
develop skills and behaviours that will help them 
boost their customer-focused sales activities and 
simultaneously improve themselves in different areas, 
not only in their career but also in their personal life. 
More than often sales people get squashed in the 
middle of several activities and eventually this lead to 
loss of focus on what they want to achieve! As a result 
sales people eventually get under tight pressure and 
are not able to manage their time, territory or 
activities that achieve their targets.  By attending this 
programme, participants will be able to learn the 
following:

What Is In It For You ?

The importance of organisational skills as a key 
competency for sales people.

The ability to set clear sales targets and objectives 
and the role of SMARTening it!

Define strategies for managing time and re-
assessing priorities.

Define what is really urgent versus what is really 
important in their task log!

Understand the role of delegation in saving time and 
working more efficiently towards achieving sales 
targets.

Opportunity to learn how to avoid time wasters and 
focus on what matters for your objectives.

Define your territory and target customers 
according to potential and opportunity.

Determine the basis of the territory division and take 
into account all relevant criteria like, turnover, 
market potential, number of customers and location 
of decision makers!

How to balance work and personal life.

Define personal and work-related stress.

Better practice in meeting management and agenda 
setting.

Module 1: 
Introduction to Organisational Competency 

and the Changing Business Environment:

Module 2:  
Time Management Fundamentals:

Module 3:  
Customer and Territory Management 

Fundamentals:

Organisational skills, as a core self-management 
competency for sales people.

What are the most valuable assets for sales people? 
What are the challenges that sales organisations face 

in this changing environment and ever-demanding 
customer expectations.

How successful sales people respond to these 
challenges?

Re-assessing your tasks and objectives.

Setting SMART objectives and targets.

Define your personal drivers and priorities.

Defining what is urgent and what is important in 
your tasks based on the ROI.

Managing priorities “urgent vs. important”.

What are the big time-wasters? 
Role of delegation in time efficiency.

Meeting management “best practice”.

What is a territory? 

Defining the boundaries of your territories and ways to 
allocate time based on the best ROI.

Segmentation and targeting techniques for your 
customers and territories.

Clustering your customer needs  assigning customer 
priorities according to opportunity and potential.

Planning your territory to spend more time with the 
more profitable customers.

Sales funneling and input to your territory plan.

Allocation and utilisation of travel across the territories 
to produce maximum output.

Assessing and managing work-related stress -identifying 
when stress and pressure is working against you.

Organisational and personal factors that create stress.

Tools and techniques for reducing stress.

Managing your working relationships.

Reclassifying your tasks and objectives.

Increasing your personal energy and 
maintaining positive well-being.

Assessing your resources. (Time, sales tools and budget)

Assessing market, territory and 
customer attractiveness.

Matching your resources to best fit to your most 
desired / attractive territory.

Best ways to utilise, plan and deploy resources to 
achieve your sales targets per territory.

Module 4: 
Managing Pressure and Avoiding Stress:

Module 5: 
Putting it all Together in Action:

How We Do It
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There is no doubt that the strategic key account management area has evolved throughout 
recent years from being a virginal, opportunistic sales approach for major accounts, into 
what people now recognise as strategic decision making for the organisation with both 
corporate and operational aspects included. One may therefore say that in order for 
strategic key account management to be useful, the seller must sell products or services to 
governments or other companies, not to consumers (although consumers eventually may 
purchase the product or benefit from the service). 

Some experts in the field therefore define strategic key account management as “a system 
of values that reflects the supplier's ability and willingness to respond effectively to key 
account needs”.

In most organisations the highest percentage of sales revenue comes from a disproportionately important group of customers that should be 
managed through a totally different approach. One may argue therefore that these people are not the only ones to whom you will be selling 
products and services but they are the ones with whom you will be creating strategic alliances that will empower your company in the future 
in a number of ways. Therefore, bearing the above in mind, it is of crucial importance to be able to effectively manage strong and strategic 
relationships with your key customers by applying the best possible practices, such as analysing your customers and competitors, developing 
a winning key account strategy and continually monitoring the progress.

TECHNICAL
SKILLS
IN THE
B.2.B.

This programme is designed for the front line sales delegates from a 
B.2.B. perspective. This programme is also designed for anyone 
who deals in one way or another with key accounts, key account 
executives, managers, sales managers, brand and category 
managers and is also useful for anyone who has an active role in 
direct and indirect sales within the company.

Who Should Attend ?
This 3 day programme is available only as an in-company 
customised solution.Therefore we will be available to 
discuss your requirements beforehand and will then 
customise the workshop accordingly.

Duration

PROFITABLE  AND  STRATEGIC  KEY  ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT  PROGRAMME

What Is Strategic Key Account Management ?

Why Is It Important ?

ENHANCE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
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Participants will gain an understanding of the concept 
of organisational politics in a sales context and will 
experience political intelligence behaviours such as 
diplomacy, knowing what to say to the customers, 
when to say it and how to act on each occasion. 
Additionally, individuals will be able to understand as 
well as demonstrate the essential skills required to 
plan for, establish, develop and maintain effective, 
long-term and mutual relationships with their 
customers. Finally, delegates will develop further 
skills on how to be more trustworthy and confident 
and will learn when and how to balance both personal 
and client goals with the aim of achieving their targets.
The programme involves real life scenarios for 
practice. Individuals will have the unique opportunity 
to build a variety of skills that demonstrate the 
following behaviours:

What Is In It For You ?

Investigate the concept of key account management in 
the context of the B.2.B. sector.

Be able to build a coherent and pragmatic key account 
plan for their key customers. Gain the ability to invest 
the appropriate time in their key profitable clients and 
key accounts, and make sure they sustain the business 
revenues from these accounts.

Develop the abilities to manage and lead the dynamic 
needs and aggregate needs of the decision making unit 
in a given key account.

Be able to understand key account life cycle 
management and how to apply various sales strategies 
at various stages in order to leverage sales revenues 
and achieve sales targets.

Be able to understand the sources of power in the 
contexts of the client-seller relationship and reflect 
the way you behave and act and interact to achieve 
your sales goals. 

Choose between a number of political intelligent 
influencing sales strategies and be able to adapt and 
adjust appropriately, according to the sales context 
you are handling and the situation you are involved in.

Build and use your network of contacts for a given key 
account in order to enhance your sales ability.

Module 1: 
Key Accounts Defined and the Role of 

Key Account Management:

Module 2: 
The Key Account Management Plan -

The Elements:

Module 3: 
Segmenting, Selecting and Targeting 
Profitable Key Accounts (Key Account 

Portfolio Management):

Module 4: 
Managing the Decision Making Unit in a 

Given Key Account:

Key account roles and responsibilities definitions. 
Differentiation within the pure sales context.
What does “managing key accounts” mean?

Why managing key accounts is important in B.2.B.? 

The bigger picture of a key account plan.
The analysis phase:

o Analysing the key account dynamics: “sources of supply, 
competitive advantage, decision maker's power, and 

buying process”. o Analysing the competition in a given 
key account. o Analysing your position in a given key 
account. o Building the insight on the analysis phase.

The decision making phase:
o What are the possible strategic options to generate the 

desired sales objectives in a given key account?
The implementation of the key account plan and 

generating the desired revenues.

What is cognitive preference and how does it 
influence your customer needs?

Understand your customers' needs and behaviours in 
order to be able to approach them in a politically 
intelligent manner. Perform customer profiling 

according to their thinking preference.
Understand which customers you should spend more 
time with and why. What are the criteria of customer 

targeting and segmentation? Understand the different 
political intelligence strategies so as to be able to

 position your company in the market by
 enhancing connection to customer value.

Research your key account's organisational profile for 
accurate positioning in the market.

Understand how to assess the organisational context, its 
credibility and its power base. 

Identify the appropriate influence strategy to use after 
you examine the clients organisational structure, 

politics, culture and values. 
Understand how to use the build or direct approach 

when appropriate to combine the two for best possible 
results. Use value gap analysis to see where your 
client wants to be or could be and how you can 

support them to reach their targets.
Identify the politically intelligent tools which when 

applied appropriately can add value to your company. 

Assess the significance of the relationship between 
your organisation and the decision making unit in a 

given key account from a B.2.B. point of view.
Develop the ability to understand how you are perceived 

by the key accounts and assess your organisation's 
credibility to them. Identify intelligent ways to 

efficiently produce skilful and effective presentations.
Understand the importance of maintaining relationships 

of mutual benefit through networking.
Experience the art of negotiation in a politically 

intelligent manner to achieve your goals by knowing 
the thinking preference of your key accounts.

Define networking, its application and its advantage 
and disadvantages. Build the right network which will 
assist you to identify opportunities and broaden sales 

across the whole account.
Develop win-win negotiation skills.

Develop the ability to track and manage multi-location, 
multi-national and decentralised, major accounts.

How to motivate yourself and your team in a politically 
intelligent way. Understand how and when to approach 

new contacts and manage successful account teams.
Maintain your position ahead of the competition.

Module 5: 
Key Account Relationship Management 

(Life Cycle Management):

Module 6: 
Building Your Network and Relationships 

within the Organisation:

How We Do It
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